Conferences with contributed talks grouped into multiple concurrent sessions pose an interesting scheduling problem. From an attendee's perspective, choosing which talks to visit when there are many concurrent sessions is challenging since an individual may be interested in topics that are discussed in different sessions simultaneously. The frequency of topically similar talks in different concurrent sessions is, in fact, a common cause for complaint in post-conference surveys. Here, we introduce a practical solution to the conference scheduling problem by heuristic optimization of an objective function that weighs the occurrence of both topically similar talks in one session and topically different talks in concurrent sessions. Rather than clustering talks based on a limited number of preconceived topics, we employ a topic model to allow the topics to naturally emerge from the corpus of contributed talk titles and abstracts. We then measure the topical distance between all pairs of talks. Heuristic optimization of preliminary schedules seeks to balance the topical similarity of talks within a session and the dissimilarity between concurrent sessions. Using an ecology conference as a test case, we find that simulated annealing improves the objective function over an order of magnitude relative to the schedule manually produced by the program committee. Approximate Integer Linear Programming can be used to provide a partially-optimized starting schedule, but the final value of the discrimination ratio (an objective function used to estimate coherence within a session and disparity between concurrent sessions) is surprisingly insensitive to the starting schedule.
Conferences with contributed talks grouped into multiple concurrent sessions pose an interesting scheduling problem. From an attendee's perspective, choosing which talks to visit when there are many concurrent sessions is challenging since an individual may be interested in topics that are discussed in different sessions simultaneously. The frequency of topically similar talks in different concurrent sessions is, in fact, a common cause for complaint in post-conference surveys. Here, we introduce a practical solution to the conference scheduling problem by heuristic optimization of an objective function that weighs the occurrence of both topically similar talks in one session and topically different talks in concurrent sessions. Rather than clustering talks based on a limited number of preconceived topics, we employ a topic model to allow the topics to naturally emerge from the corpus of contributed talk titles and abstracts. We then measure the topical distance between all pairs of talks. Heuristic optimization of preliminary schedules seeks to balance the topical similarity of talks within a session and the dissimilarity between concurrent sessions. Using an ecology conference as a test case, we find that simulated annealing improves the objective function over an order of magnitude relative to the schedule manually produced by the program committee. Approximate Integer Linear Programming can be used to provide a partially-optimized starting schedule, but the final value of the discrimination ratio (an objective function used to estimate coherence within a session and disparity between concurrent sessions) is surprisingly insensitive to the starting schedule. Furthermore, we show that, in contrast to the manual process, arbitrary scheduling constraints are straightforward to include. We applied our method to a second biology conference with over 1000 contributed talks plus scheduling constraints. In a randomized experiment, biologists responded similarly to a machine-optimized schedule and a highly modified schedule produced by domain experts on the conference program committee. keeping the overall conference duration to only a few days.
45
Conference scheduling is typically done manually by program organizers who review the large volume 46 of talk submissions, decide which talks are similar to each other, and group similar talks into sessions 47 accordingly ( Figure 1 ). They do this based on the information provided by prospective presenters, which value with respect to the meaning of the text Fox [1989] . Python's Natural Language Toolkit (NLTKhttps://www.nltk.org) provides a set of 179 commonly used english words that was used as the 132 initial stop word list.
133
For the second conference, Evolution 2014, domain experts on the conference organizing committee 134 added additional stop words, leading to a total of 952 stop words. 135 1.2 Topic modeling 136 We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model often used to describe 137 collections of text corpora and one of the most widely used topic modeling algorithms Blei et al. [2003] .
138
LDA models each document as a finite mixture over an underlying set of latent topics, and each latent 139 topic as a probabilistic mixture over relevant words. The model assumes Dirichlet priors over the latent 140 topics in a document and relevant words within a topic.
141
One of the input parameters to the LDA algorithm is the number of topics to identify from the corpus.
142
Several preliminary topic models were created using different numbers. We developed a metric, the Match 143 Percentage, to compare the fit of different models. For each model, the top two words from each of the top 144 three topics of a talk were used to create a set of six keywords. The fraction of keywords found within the 145 title and abstract was computed for each talk and the Match Percentage was computed as the mean of this 146 fraction across all talks, expressed as a percentage. The topic model with the highest Match Percentage 147 was chosen for subsequent analyses.
148
While there are automated metrics, such as perplexity Blei and Lafferty [2005] , to evaluate topic 149 models, studies that have tested these metrics of evaluating topic models have reported that inferences 150 based on these measures were negatively correlated with human perception Chang et al. [2009] ; Chang 151 and Blei [2009] . These studies also suggest that topic models should be chosen by human analysis of 
Computing similarity between talks and sessions 155
LDA outputs a representation of each talk in the corpus as a weighted vector over all the latent topics. In a model with G topics, the vector V i of talk t i is defined as
where i is the talk number V i,1 is the probabilistic relevance of topic 1 to talk t i From this, a pairwise similarity matrix, M, is computed by calculating the cosine similarity (S) of the two vectors, V 1 and V 2 , for every pair of talks in the corpus. The cosine similarity, S, of two vectors has a minimum of -1 and a maximum of 1.
1.4 An objective function for conference scheduling 156 We introduce an objective function called the Discrimination Ratio, D, to quantify in one measure the 
where N is the number of timeslots in the schedule, C i is number of concurrent sessions in timeslot i, T j is 161 number of talks in session j, and S(t i, j,k ,t i, j,l ) (from Equation 3) is the cosine similarity between talk k in 162 timeslot i, session j and talk l in timeslot i, session j.
163
The mean between-session similarity, S b , is the mean of the pairwise similarities between all the talks in different concurrent sessions.
The Discrimination Ratio is defined as D = S w /S b . 164 1.5 Creation of initial schedules 165 We consider three algorithms for the creation of initial schedules: Random, Greedy, and Integer Linear 166 Programming (ILP). Key input parameters are listed in Table 1 . The Random assignment algorithm provides a baseline against which to compare the performance of 169 algorithms that explicitly optimize the objective function. Given a set of talks and scheduling parameters 170 as in Table 1 , this algorithm assigns talks to sessions through sampling with replacement with no 171 consideration of talk similarities or the value of the objective function. The Greedy assignment algorithm generates a semi-optimal schedule for further stochastic optimization.
174
In addition to the parameters in Table 1 , the algorithm requires a set of Y seed talks that are selected based 175 on an input threshold of minimum dissimilarity between each other. First, the algorithm finds a session 176 for each seed talk such as to maximize the objective function. Next, the rest of the talks are assigned to 177 sessions by choosing the most locally optimal solution at each step. 
Integer Linear Programming

179
Modeling a large conference schedule directly as a linear programming problem makes it too large to 180 be solved. To overcome this, we cast the problem as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) using a variable 181 reduction technique that can be solved using AMPL Gay and Kernighan [2002] with the CPLEX solver 182 (www.cplex.com). numeric values that are limited to a feasible region by the constraints. The objective function determines 186 the assignment of values to the variables that results in an optimal solution. Both the constraints and the 187 objective function must be linear in the variables.
188
In our implementation, a heuristic pre-processing step first groups the talks into X clusters of similar 189 talks using a modified version of Kruskal's algorithm Kruskal [1956] , a greedy algorithm that is used 190 to find a minimum spanning tree from a weighted graph of nodes. In this work, nodes represent talks 191 while edge weights represent pairwise talk similarity. We use a modification of Kruskal's algorithm to 192 find a number of disjoint maximum-weight spanning trees from the graph. Each disjoint spanning tree is 193 a cluster that groups similar talks while the spanning trees are sufficiently distant from each other. At the 194 beginning of the algorithm, each talk forms its own cluster. At each iteration of the algorithm, the pair of 195 talks with the highest edge weight (similarity score) is selected. If the two talks are in separate clusters, 196 the clusters are merged to form a bigger cluster. The algorithm is terminated as soon as X disjoint and 197 distant clusters of similar talks are created.
198
A representative talk called the attractor (A X i ), is then chosen from each of the X clusters. The aim is to produce a set of initial input talks for the ILP that are highly different from each other, while ensuring that each attractor has many other talks similar to it. We choose as the attractor the talk that has the highest similarity to all other talks in its cluster. We calculate a fit score (F) for each talk t j in cluster X i as follows.
where T X i is the number of talks in cluster X i
The talk t j with the maximum value of F is chosen as the attractor for cluster X i .
199
This list of attractors is then input to the ILP, which optimally assigns one attractor to each concurrent 200 session in the schedule and assigns talks to sessions so as to maximize the sum of similarities between the 201 attractor and all the other talks in that session.
202
In addition, the ILP requires the following constraints: each session i is assigned no more than T m ax 203 talks, exactly C i attractors must be assigned to each timeslot N i , and each talk must be assigned to only 204 one session. The input parameters to the optimization algorithms are given in Table 2 . For simulated annealing, we used the Kirkpatrick acceptance probability function (Equation 6) to determine the probability of accepting a solution resulting from a swap Kirkpatrick et al. [1983] .
where D i and D j are the discrimination ratios of the schedule under the proposed swap and after the last defined as Z i = Z i−1 α.
223
The decreasing temperature values reduce the probability of accepting worse solutions as the number 224 of swaps increases. Since the algorithm might accept worse solutions, the best solution encountered at 225 any point of time is stored to be reported at the end of execution. 226 1.6.2 Sequential optimization 227 In working with the organizing committee for the evolution conference, we observed that users were more 228 sensitive to maximizing coherence within a session than disparity between concurrent sessions. In order 229 to emulate this aspect of human scheduling, we developed variants of the HC and SA algorithms that split 230 the optimization algorithm into two sequential regimes, the first optimizing for within-session similarity 231 alone and the second for between-session disparity alone. Between-session disparity is optimized by 232 proposing a swap of two randomly selected sessions in each iteration. This has no effect on within-session 233 similarity since swapping is conducted on sessions and not talks. The sequential optimization regimes are 234 stopped when further swapping does not result in improvement.
235
We refer to the versions of the HC and SA algorithms in which D is optimized directly throughout as 236 HC A and SA A , respectively, and the algorithms in which the schedule is first optimized for within-session 237 similarity as HC B and SA B , respectively. In practice, a conference will typically have that restrict the sessions or timeslots a talk can be placed 240 in. Reasons may include talks competing awards that must scheduled early in the conference in order to 241 allow time for judging; presenters with multiple talks that cannot be scheduled in concurrent sessions 242 within the same timeslot; presenters who are scheduled to arrive at the conference after it begins or before 243 it is finished; or requests for complementary talks to be scheduled in the same session.
238
244
These constraints can be accommodated by the optimization algorithms described above by requiring 245 them to be satisfied in any solution obtained. In our implementation, such scheduling constraints were 246 encoded as a dictionary (L) that maps each talk to a set of sessions in which the talk can be placed without 247 violating any scheduling constraints. For example, in a schedule with five sessions (labeled 1 through 5),
248
if a constraint prevents talk t i from being scheduled in session 5, the constraint would be encoded in the to be the solution for each combination of starting schedule and stochastic optimization algorithm.
269
The discrimination ratios of the initial and final optimized schedules are shown in Figure 2 . Both the 270 Greedy and ILP initial schedules outperformed the Manual schedule while the Random schedule did not. 
Evolution 2014
279 Topic models were created from the corpus of 1,014 talks using the LDA algorithm for 50, 100, 150, and 280 250 topics. Based on the match percentage of the four models and manual inspection of the generated 281 topics, the model with 150 topics was chosen to compute talk similarity for the Evolution 2014 corpus.
282
During the test runs conducted on the Ecology dataset, we observed that there was little variation 283 between different parallel runs within the same algorithm (Figure 2 ). Knowing this, and considering the 284 larger size of the Evolution 2014 dataset, we reduced the number of parallel runs for each optimization 285 algorithm to 10. Since the Ecology 2013 results showed that the initial schedule had no discernable affect 286 on the final optimized schedule, we only report the results of optimization on Random starting schedules 287 with and without constraints.
288
The results are shown in Figure 3 ). The relative ordering of the algorithms is identical to Ecology 289 2013, with the highest performance shown by SA A followed closely by HC A . Interestingly, the inclusion 290 of constraints did not lead to a reduction in the discrimination ratios; in fact, the highest discrimination 291 ratio (6.7) was obtained in the presence of constraints. 
Random
Random with Constraints
Manual modification of Evolution 2014 schedule 293
The SA A schedule with constraints, reported above, was then given to the Evolution 2014 program 294 committee as a starting point. The program committee consisted of ten experts in the field. Based on 295 their subjective judgments, and following manual procedures that elude easy description, the committee 296 members made a large number of changes to the placement of talks and sessions before finalizing the 297 schedule for the conference. In addition, the program committee added extra sessions for special symposia 298 that were not part of the pool of contributed talks.
299
The changes made by the program committee were substantial; 0.50% of talk pairs that shared a 300 session in the automated schedule were retained within the same session in the modified schedule, while randomly assigned one of the faux conference schedules and a corresponding book of abstracts. Testing 317 was blind in the sense that respondents has a general awareness of the purpose of the study but not of 318 which timeslot originated from which source.
319
The survey contained two groups of questions. First, we asked respondents to select the five talks they 320 would like to attend within each timeslot, irregardless of whether they were assigned to the same session. 321 We could then compare the automated or modified timeslots with respect to how the selected talk pairs 322 were grouped into common sessions.
323
Secondly, we asked respondents to choose one session to attend in its entirety in each timeslot and 324 report on the difficulty of finding a session where all the talks interested them. Responses were scored on 325 a Likert scale of one to five with one being "very difficult", and five being "very easy". These responses 326 could then be used to compare the topical coherence of the sessions from the automated and modified 327 schedules.
328
If either of the schedules (automated or modified) were more effective than the other at capturing 329 the topics of relevance to our sample of mock conference attendees, we would expect to see respondents 330 (a) select more talks in the same session(s) and (b) select higher values on the Likert scale for timeslots 331 from that schedule. With respect to (a), we found no significant difference in the number of same-session 332 talk pairs between the automated and manual timeslots (unpaired t-test t = −0.720, p = 0.474, n = 29).
333
With respect to (b), the responses for the automated and manually modified timeslots were quite similar 334 in distribution ( Figure 5 ). The mode for the automated timeslots was four while that for the modified 335 timeslots was three. Two respondents rated the selection "very easy" for the modified timeslot while none 336 did for the automated one. 
DISCUSSION
338
Manual scheduling of conferences is complicated, time intensive, and may often result in a suboptimal 339 schedule with sessions that could be more topically coherent and timeslots in which sessions could be 340 more topically disparate. Here, we have proposed and tested a strategy for automating the conference 341 scheduling problem. In our approach, we first use topic modeling to identify latent topics and use the 342 resulting weight vectors to measure similarity among talks and sessions. Stochastic optimization is 343 then used to generate schedules according to the discrimination ratio, which simultaneously quantifies 344 within-session coherence and between-session disparity.
345
In a comparison of different algorithms for generating starting schedules and improving upon them, 346 we found that Integer Linear Programming produced the best starting schedule, but that further stochastic 347 optimization greatly improved upon the solution found by ILP. We attribute the inability of ILP to 348 maximize the discrimination ratio to the heuristic compromise of splitting the problem into smaller 349 sub-problems, which was necessitated by the size of the real-world problem instances. We also found 350 that the initial schedule had little to no effect on the discrimination ratio of the final schedule. Thus, we 351 recommend using a random or greedy algorithm to generate the starting schedule, since these algorithms 352 are less computationally expensive and easier to implement. 353 We found that Simulated Annealing performed better than naive Hill Climbing as a stochastic 354 optimization strategy. If the results we obtained for the Ecology 2013 dataset are representative, and we 355 accept the discrimination ratio is a reasonable objective function, than it appears that manually generated 356 schedules can be far from optimal. This could be due to a number of reasons, apart from the obvious 357 explanation that the combinatorial space of possible schedules is too large for humans to effectively 358 search and evaluate. We would expect some difference between human perception of talk similarity and 359 the inference of the same based on a topic model. We would also expect a difference in how humans 360 weigh coherence within sessions and disparity between sessions. In fact, we did receive feedback from schedules produced in this way were inferior as judged by the discrimination ratio, but we do not know if 363 humans would also judge them inferior or not. Furthermore, we cannot exclude that human conference 364 organizers weigh additional factors than these two measures (e.g. aiming for presenters within a session 
